
CEO Brief is a report highlighting key current issues faced by the insurance industry 

and provided only for the top leaders of the industry. 

1. Main contents

The Financial Services Commission (hereafter called ‘FSC’) held the 3rd 「TF for 

Insurance Capital Soundness Modernization」 meeting (’19. 10. 10), chaired by the Vice 

Chairman of the FSC, and discussed on the LAT and RBC improvement plans. In the 

meeting, FSC sets up the 「Financial Soundness Reserve」 to prepare for the IFRS17, 

and releases plan to relax the LAT criteria in response to recent interest rate drops. 

The LAT plan aims to reduce negative effects on profit or loss by deferring the phased 

application of the LAT criteria for one year to 2020. <Table 1>

Note: 1) Average Industry Return On Asset-Return on Government Bonds 

      2) Industry Risk Spread subtracting Credit Risk 

Release of revised LAT criteria and its 

implications 

After the 「TF for Insurance Capital Soundness Modernization」 meeting on October 

10, 2019, the Financial Services Commission established the 「Financial Soundness 

Reserve」 to prepare for the IFRS17 in accordance with the relaxation of LAT criteria 

reflecting recent drops in interest rates. The change will be effective from 2019 end 

of the year financial statements. Revised LAT criteria are not meeting the IFRS17 stan

dards but considered positively in terms of industry stability and acceptance. The fina

ncial authorities, however, should make a complementary policy for additional interest 

rate drops and regulatory base for liability management tools. Insurers should also im

prove their financial soundness through capital mobilization and liability restructuring.
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<Table 1> LAT application schedule
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In addition, it is expected to increase capital through dividend restrictions by establishing 

the 「Financial Soundness Reserve」 in which reserves are set aside as capital rather 

than as liabilities. The 「Financial Soundness Reserve」 is set aside as legal reserves 

in earned surplus but excluded from profits available for dividends. 

Meanwhile, the discounting method is under revision in preparation for further declines 

in interest rates. Final maturity observation, one of the factors for calculating discount 

rate, is currently in use for 20 years, but the possibility of changing it is being researched. 

In addition, the FSC also considers applying the average value for a certain period of 

time (1 year, 2 years, or 3 years) rather than the valuation date, for the KTB (Korea 

Treasury Bond) risk-free yield. 

RBC revision plan will improve interest rate risk and create a currency roll-over risk. 

Interest rate risk revamp would reflect interest rate derivatives in assessing their risk 

amount, allowing to extend asset duration to derivatives as well as bonds. Foreign 

exchange risks impose SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement) on foreign exchange hedge 

contracts that are shorter than the maturity of assets in order to induce long-term 

currency hedging contracts as the investment in foreign currency securities is increasing 

due to persisting low interest rates in domestic market. 

These improvements will be applied to the financial statements at the end of 2019 

after the preliminary notice (10. 14~11. 3) on amendments to the insurance supervisory 

regulations and the enforcement regulations. 

2. Implications

Relaxed LAT criteria do not meet the IFRS17 requirement. Nevertheless, as market 

environment has changed rapidly, it is positively evaluated in terms of stability and 

acceptance of the industry. However, complementary plan will be needed in case where 

capital may be insufficient due to further interest drop.

Moreover, the evaluation method of the 「Financial Soundness Reserve」 needs to be 

discussed sooner than later as the detailed evaluation method has not presented, which 

would increase uncertainty in the company’s operation such as establishment of 

dividend policy. Such ‘Financial Soundness Reserve’ is under operation overseas, 



including Germany, Austria, and Belgium. 

In addition, financial authorities should lay the institutional foundation for the use of 

‘financial reinsurance’, ‘transfer’, and ‘buy-back’ as means of managing insurance 

liabilities. 

There is a case of transferring a high interest rate contract (4% and over) between 

the life insurers in Taiwan and there is also a case in which Belgian life insurer bought 

back a high interest rate contracts paying the policyholders a premium of 10-25%. 

Last but not least, insurers with poor financial soundness should not only rely on the 

changes in the regulation, but also strive for the management of interest rate risk from 

a long-term perspective such as offering lower estimated interest rates  for the new 

contract and selling products that are less sensitive to interest rates. 
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